
CSE191: Automata Practicum Spring 2015

Homework #2
Due: Tuesday, May 18th, 2015, 11:59 pm

In this problem, we will use automata theory to formally specify and verify a simple communi-
cation protocol. To begin with, download the latest copies of DFA.hs, NFA.hs, FST.hs and JFF.hs,
from the course webpage. Files have been changed since last time you used them, and you will
need the latest version in order to compile your programs.

Run Length Limited (RLL) codes are a coding technique used to avoid errors when trans-
mitting information over a serial line or storing data on media like CD, DVD and Blu-ray discs,
and other similar applications. Here we consider a simple code RLL3 ⊆ {0, 1}∗ consisting of all
w ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that all stretches of consecutive zeros in w have length at most 3. So, for example
001000111010 ∈ RLL3, but 010010100001 /∈ RLL3. This contraint is useful to avoid synchroniza-
tion errors, where, e.g., a sequence of n zeros may erroneously read as n+ 1 zeros. (You can read
the RLL page on wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Run-length_limited to learn more
about the topic and why/how these codes are used.)

In this problem set you will design (and verify) efficient encoders and decoders for our code
RLL3. Specifically, the goal is to come up with an encoding function Encode : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗
and a corresponding decoding function Decode : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗, such that

• Both functions can be efficiently implemented as FSTs

• The encoder can be used to encode arbitrary messages into strings satisfying the RLL property

• The encodings are decoded correctly, i.e., Decode(Encode(w)) = w for any input string
w ∈ {0, 1}∗.

Problem 1: Encoding and Decoding

Design two FSTs for the encoding and decoding functions. Draw the encoder and decoder in
JFLAP and submit your solutions as encoder.jff and decoder.jff. (You can draw FSTs by
selecing “Moore Machine” from the JFLAP menu.)

JFLAP allows to run the two FSTs individually, but does not provide an operation to combine
them. Still, you can test that your FSTs work well together by importing them into ghci, and using
the composeFST function from homework 1.

Problem 2: Formal Verification of the Encoder

Next, we want to check that the encoder never produces strings that violate the RLL property.
Give a DFA accepting the set of all strings in RLL3. Draw your DFA in JFLAP and save it as
RLL3.jff. You can think of this as the formal specification of the set of strings that the encoder
is allowed to produce.
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You can verify that the encoding function does not violate the RLL contraint using the closure
properties of DFAs and FSTs already proved in class and in the homework. Your next task is to
complete the file FSTtest.hs by giving a function that on input an FST and DFA, check that for
all input strings, the FST output string is accepted by the DFA.

Submit the files RLL3.jff and FSTtest.hs as part of your solution. You can check your encoder,
RLL3 specification and testing function using the program TestRLLencoder.hs. Look at it, and
run it with the command runhaskell TestRLLencoder.hs, which reads your files RLL3.jff and
encoder.jff from the current directory, and tests them using the test function in FSTtest.hs. If
your solution is correct, TestRLLencoder will output “True”. (If it outputs “False”, than something
is wrong. If you get crazy error messages, chances are that your jflap files are not valid descriptions
of a DFA and an FST.)

Problem 3: Formal Verification of the Decoder

In the previous problem you verified that your encoder is safe, in the sense that it never produces
strings that violate the RLL property. For the encoding/decoding process to be correct, we also need
to check that running the decoder on the output of the encoder, retrieves the original input string,
i.e., composing the encoder and decoder gives the identity function Decode(Encode(x)) = x. We
have already proved that FSTs are closed under function composition, i.e., given FSTs Encode
and Decode, we can build a new FST T1(x) = Decode(Encode(x)). In order to check this is
the identity function, we need a way to compare two FSTs, say T1(x) and the FST computing the
identity function T0(x) = x.

Prove the following closure property:

Closure Property: For any two FST-computable functions f0, f1 : Σ∗ → Γ∗, the set of strings
D(f0, f1) = {x ∈ Σ∗ : ∃y ∈ P (x).f0(y) 6= f1(y)} is a regular language, where P (x) = {y : ∃w ∈
Σ∗.x = yw} is the set of prefixes1 of x. (E.g., P (1101) = {ε, 1, 11, 110, 1101}.) In other words,
D(f0, f1) is the set of strings x such that f0 and f1 produce different outputs for some prefix of x.

You should prove the property by giving a transformation that on input any two FSTs T0, T1,
produces a DFA for the language described in the closure property. Implement the construction
in haskell starting from the file FSTdiff.hs, and submit it as part of your solution. You can
test your encoder/decoder functions and implementation of the closure property using the test
program TestRLLdecoder.hs provided on the course web page, which reads 3 FSTs from the files
encoder.jff, decoder.jff, id.jff, and checks that the composition of the first two is equivalent
to the third.

Submit FSTdiff.hs as your solution.

1 You may wonder why considering all prefixes of the input, rather than just checking if f0(x) 6= f1(x). Indeed,
the last check would be enough for verification purposes, but the corresponding set is not always regular, making it
harder to verify.
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